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Sony Xperia Firmware FAQ. This is the first post in a series that will show you how to create a custom
Sony firmware using a phone's microSD as an image file and a kernel image from another device.
The following tools and flashing techniques are required to flash the custom firmware. The starting
point is using Flashtool to convert the MicroSD card into an image file. While the microSD card in
Xperia devices is a hybrid file that can be read by both FAT32 and exFAT. With Flashtool, you can

prepare the microSD card to create the Sony Xperia FS firmware file. This is my second blogpost in
this series. In my previous tutorial, I used the Nokia 5.1 firmware (SD card image) to create a stock

ROM firmware. I will provide a tutorial to create a stock ROM for the new firmware for the model
2017 Sony Xperia XZ2 Dual SIM. The kernel files used are for the handset model 2017 Sony Xperia
XZ2 Dual SIM and for the model H8166. Before getting started, you will need the following files (I

tried to include them but if you don't have them, you can download these files from my first post in
this series). Once you are done following the steps in the below tutorial, you will end up with a stock
ROM firmware for the 2017 Sony Xperia XZ2 Dual SIM. Before you start, you will need to download

the flashimg tool from your PC and you will also need to make sure the image file's formate matches
what the flashimg tool is expecting. Format the image file that you downloaded for the Sony Xperia
XZ2 Dual SIM into a gzipped flat binary. If the image file is compressed using other formats, such as

zip or tar, it might be difficult to convert into a flat binary. You will also need to extract out the
firmware's kernel from the gzip'd file. When the kernel image is extracted, the kernel file will be

placed in the same folder as the extract file. Make sure to keep the kernel image in that folder or you
will not be able to create the Sony Xperia FS firmware file.
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XperiFirm is a great tool for
downloading Sony Xperia

Firmwares. But how do I use
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XperiFirm to download
Firmware? It is actually a 2 in
1 tool as it can also flash the
files to your device, even the

versions below 7.0.0 for
devices with the miniumum
requirement of Android 4.0.
The best thing about this is
that, you can take the final

firmware for the device after
flashing it and save it on your
PC in.zips file. This way you
can open the.zips file and

install the firmware again on
another device. But you don’t
have to worry about version
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conflict as the files
downloaded are for the latest
firmware or older version if
required. The Official Sony

Xperia 5 Firmware version is
9.1.A.0.369 and the First
update came out at late

March. The reason that we
have selected Android version
9.1.A.0.369 is it should work
on all the latest Sony Xperia
devices that have more than

1GB RAM. Generally, the
latest Android versions are
only compatible to previous

Xperia devices that are either
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affected by certain feature
changes or they might have

compatibility issues with
additional features added to
it from a newer version. As
you can see, this particular

firmware has the latest
Android 9.0 Pie and is highly

compatible to all previous
Sony Xperia devices. So if you
happen to be a current user

of the previous Xperia device,
this update is really great

choice for you. The
downloaded files are saved in
a.zips file. Now, the next step
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is to flash the firmware to
your device via Sony

FlashTool. The first thing you
need to do is Download

the.zip file, if the files are
in.txt format, then you can
convert them in.zip format
with 7Zip and then extract

the files. If the.zip file has.zip
extension, then you can

directly unzip the file. Once
unzipped, you can extract

the.zip file and then you will
find 4 files, one of them is the
boot.img file, which is the.zip
extracted file, while the other
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3 files are the following files:
info.txt, md5sum.txt and

patches.txt. All of these files
are needed for installing the

firmware. For now, let us
keep the boot.img file and the
3 files mentioned before and
the flash the firmware. After

unzipping the.zip file, the
extracted boot. 5ec8ef588b
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